Association between cervicocephalic kinesthetic sensibility and frequency of subclinical neck pain
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Abstract

Although impaired neck proprioception has been demonstrated in patients with chronic neck pain, previous studies have not consistently shown any association between pain intensity and proprioceptive performance. We therefore investigated whether temporal aspects of pain are associated with cervicocephalic kinesthetic sensibility. One hundred and twenty-seven adults with or without subclinical neck pain undertook two tasks, repositioning their heads to the neutral head position (head-to-NHP) and target position (head-to-target) in sagittal and transverse plane. Absolute error was calculated from position data recorded by an ultrasound-based motion analysis system. Pain frequency, duration, and intensity were evaluated using a questionnaire. A mixed effects model was constructed to test the effect on reposition error by different pain factors, with age, gender and maximal cervical range of motion as covariates. A higher pain frequency was associated with greater reposition errors for all movement directions in the head-to-NHP task. No consistent effect was observed for pain intensity or duration. In the case of the head-to-target task, no consistent effect was observed for any of the three pain factors. The findings reveal that pain frequency, not the intensity or duration of pain, is associated with neck proprioception in individuals with subclinical neck pain.
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1. Introduction

Neck pain is a major problem in modern society (National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), 1997; Lee et al., 2005b), which frequently becomes chronic and/or recurring (Hoving et al., 2004). Sedentary office workers (such as bank employees) face a particularly high risk of developing neck pain, because when they work their neck and shoulders are generally static (Ariens et al., 2000, 2001). Subjects experiencing minor symptoms or subclinical neck pain have been found to show changes in their neck’s range of motion (ROM), muscle endurance, and proprioception (Lee et al., 2005a). To prevent further progress, it is crucial to detect early signs of subclinical neck pain in order to allow prompt intervention.

Recently, increasing attention has been paid to the role that proprioception plays in neck pain (Sterling et al., 2003; Treleaven et al., 2005; Feipel et al., 2006). The cervicocephalic kinesthetic sensibility test (a frequently adapted method of determining neck proprioception) has been used to examine each subject’s ability to return their head to a predetermined position without visual cues after they have moved (Revel et al., 1991; Loudon et al., 1997). The ability to do this has been reported to be impaired in patients with chronic neck pain.
pain (Revel et al., 1991; Heikkila and Aström, 1996; Loudon et al., 1997; Feipel et al., 2006). Meanwhile, it has also been found that a proprioceptive training program (including head repositioning) can reduce the symptoms affecting the neck (Revel et al., 1994; Taimela et al., 2000). Since previous studies showed that proprioception is critical to the maintenance of joint stability under dynamic conditions (Ferrell et al., 1985), impairment of proprioception might be a predisposing factor in the development of clinical pain (Sharma et al., 1997; Vilensky, 2003; Panjabi, 2006).

Pain intensity has been a major focus for clinical research on neck pain (Revel et al., 1991; Heikkila and Aström, 1996; Chiu et al., 2005). However, the subjective intensity of neck pain may not be easily quantified, especially if it occurs only intermittently, or is subclinical. As a result, previous studies have not consistently shown any association between pain intensity and cervicocephalic kinesthetic sensibility (Heikkila and Wenngren, 1998; Rix and Bagust, 2001; Armstrong et al., 2005). An alternative approach to the study of this type of subclinical neck pain is to quantify the temporal aspect of pain and examine if it is related to any change of neck proprioception. We therefore conducted this study, which evaluates repositioning errors, to determine whether the frequency, duration, and intensity of neck pain are associated with cervicocephalic kinesthetic sensibility.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Subjects were recruited via an invitation to participate, which was published in the newsletter produced by the National Federation of Bank’s Employees Unions. One hundred and twenty-seven bank employees with or without neck pain (38 males and 89 females) volunteered for the study (Table 1). Exclusion criteria included the following: specific diagnosis of the cervical spine; traumatic spinal injury; vestibular impairment (demonstrated by vertigo, dizziness, or motor imbalance); diseases of rheumatological or endocrinological origin; progressive neurological disease; and pregnancy. Participants completed a questionnaire to provide basic demographic data, past medical history and pain characteristics. None had ever sought medical care or used traditional Chinese medicine to treat their symptoms of pain.

Ethical clearance for this study was provided by the local Institutional Human Study and Ethics Review Board. Each participant signed a consent form prior to participating in the experiment.

2.2. Pain characteristics

The measurement used for pain frequency was adapted from the symptoms questionnaire developed by Westgaard et al. (1993), which was ranked according to one of the following categories: (1) “daily” (the pain has occurred every workday during the past two weeks); (2) “weekly” (the pain has occurred once or twice per week during the past two months; or (3) “monthly” (the pain occurs rarely, on a monthly basis). The average duration of each pain episode was recorded as: (1) less than 10 min, (2) less than 1 h, or (3) longer than 1 h.

Information about the pain intensity was also recorded in terms of the subject’s ability to carry out work while enduring the pain. For this, a five-level scale was used (Westgaard et al., 1993): (1) no pain; (2) only a slight feeling of discomfort during breaks; (3) slight, but noticeable pain during work and no interference with the performance of the task; (4) moderate pain during work and intermittent breaks needed to relieve the pain; (5) severe pain that interfered with work and was such that even breaks could not completely relieve it. The high test–retest reliability of these three pain questions was demonstrated in a pilot study of 18 subjects, in which the weighted kappa (Sim and Wright, 2005) ranged between 0.72 and 0.83.

2.3. Instrumentation

An ultrasound-based coordinate measuring system (CMS 70P, Zebris Medizintechnik GmbH, Tubingen, Germany) was used to assess cervical motion. This system includes two sets of triple markers on the head attachment and the shoulder cap, a transducer sensor stand for the sound wave, a computer system, and data-
acquisition software (WinData v2.1). The triple marker set includes three ultrasound transmitters with frequencies of 35 kHz. The transducer sensor consisted of three microphones that recorded the ultrasound pulse with a sampling frequency of 25 Hz. Cervical movement was processed automatically by the software, using the principle of coordinate transformation to determine the spatial coordinates of the triple markers on the head whose position changed in relation to a fixed set of triple markers on the shoulder (Dvir and Prushansky, 2000). The validity of measurement (Dvir and Prushansky, 2000; Malmstrom et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2005) and test–retest reliability (Mannion et al., 2000; Malmstrom et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2005) involved for assessing cervical ROM have been previously demonstrated.

2.4. Testing procedure

After explaining the test procedures to the subject, the investigator firmly fixed the head triple set of ultrasound transmitters on the subject’s head with a Velcro strap. In order to determine neutral head position (NHP), the participants were asked to sit upright in a comfortable position and look straight ahead. The plane of the triple set of markers on the head was parallel to the sagittal plane of head movement. The shoulder triple set was attached to the right shoulder of the subject with a Velcro strap which also fastened the trunk to the chair back. The shoulder position was thus fixed, to ensure that the subject’s shoulders could not move during the repositioning test that followed. The investigator then calibrated the motion analysis system to an NHP.

The cervicocephalic kinesthetic sensibility test consisted of the following two tasks: Head-to-NHP and head-to-target. The head-to-NHP task required the subjects to close the eyes and then return to the predetermined upright head position after they had actively moved their head away from it (as described below). This task was similar to those used in the previous studies and has already been accepted as a reliable method (Revel et al., 1991; Heikkila and Astrom, 1996; Rix and Bagust, 2001). The head-to-target task was a modification of the technique used by Loudon et al. (1997). It tested an individual’s ability to actively reposition their head at a target position, which is defined in this study as a self-selected mid-point within the subject’s maximal ROM.

Subjects positioned their head in the baseline NHP. They were told to close their eyes throughout the subsequent tests. Firstly, subjects moved their head through the maximum ROM; this was recorded. After maximal ROM was reached, the subjects were asked to return to the NHP and move their head to a self-selected mid-point within the maximal ROM being tested; this was referred as the baseline target. Once the subjects had decided upon and remembered the baseline NHP and target, they performed three trials of the head-to-NHP task and two trials of the head-to-target task by returning to the predetermined baseline head position after active movement. Between each trial, the subjects’ eyes remained closed and they were instructed to return to their actual NHP as precise as possible.

The repositioning tasks were performed through four directions of cervical motion (flexion/extension through the sagittal plane, and right/left rotation through the transverse plane) in a sequence with a 1-min interval between the directions; the sequence of motion plane was also randomized. During the test, subjects were instructed to move the heads slowly (at a rate of 10–15°/s). The investigator remained blind to the subjects’ responses on the pain questionnaire and used standardized commands. No verbal cues were given that would inform subjects about their actual performance. The whole procedure took less than 15 min for each subject. The test was a modified version of a method used previously in our laboratory, which had demonstrated an acceptable level of reproducibility (Lee et al., 2006).

2.5. Data reduction and analysis

When grading the five-level scale of pain intensity, five subjects reported “no pain”, and two subjects reported “severe pain”. To reduce the number of levels, we combined the 1st and 2nd categories to produce a “minimal intensity” category and the 4th and 5th categories to produce a “moderate intensity” category. The 3rd level in the original scale was re-classed as “mild intensity”. The five subjects who reported no neck pain were grouped into the categories “monthly” for pain frequency and “less than 10 min” for pain duration.

For each movement direction, agreement between the predetermined angle, the neutral or target position, and the angle observed during the repositioning test was expressed by absolute errors (AEs), in terms of angular degree.

2.6. Statistical analysis

A linear mixed model was constructed to determine the effects of movement direction (flexion, extension, right/left rotation), repositioning task (head-to-NHP and head-to-target), and repeated trials on the repositioning errors. To match the trial numbers during the head-to-target task, we used the first two trials in the head-to-NHP task to represent the subjects’ best performance. The potential confounding effects of gender and age were controlled by using these factors as the covariates in the model.

To investigate the association between head repositioning error and pain characteristics, which include the frequency, intensity and duration of pain, another mixed model was also developed. This model tests for
differences of AE between groups with different pain level i.e. daily pain (or weekly pain) group against monthly pain group, moderate pain (or mild pain) group against minimal pain group and so on. Again age, and gender, as well as maximal cervical ROM were recruited as the covariates in the model. The random effect was assumed for measurements repeatedly performed on a subject. SPSS 11.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) was used to perform all the statistical analyses. The significance level was set as $P<0.05$.

3. Results

3.1. Demographics and pain characteristics

Table 1 summarizes the demographic data and pain characteristics of 127 subjects recruited into the study. The mean age (and standard deviation) of the studied subjects was 41.8 (8.5) years. In all, 70% of subjects reported that the pain they experienced occurred less than daily. Over half of the study subjects (50.4%) reported that their pain lasted longer than 1 h on average. About 87% of the subjects reported that the intensity of their pain was “minimal” or “mild”. The subjects demonstrated acceptable neck flexibility for all ROMs except the ROM of extension, which was slightly less than the average value of 76.5° reported for a sample of asymptomatic Taiwanese adults (Wang et al., 2005).

3.2. Repositioning errors during the two tasks

For all subjects, the reposition errors that resulted from each trial are summarized in Table 2. The analysis using the mixed model revealed that the AE that occurred in head-to-NHP task were significantly greater than those recorded in head-to-target task ($P<0.01$). In the comparison of the directions of head movement, the AE of extension and flexion were significantly greater than those of rotations ($P<0.01$). Because the subjects were not reoriented to actual NHP after each trial, a time-related increase of AE was also found regardless of task or movement direction. The repositioning error were significantly greater in the 2nd trials than those in the 1st trials ($P<0.01$).

3.3. Relationship between pain characteristics and head repositioning errors

A higher frequency of pain occurrence was significantly associated with greater AE in the head-to-NHP task after controlling the effect of age, gender, and cervical ROM (Table 3). In return from rotation, mean AE of the group with weekly pain (right rotation: $7.2\pm 5.3$°; left rotation: $8.3\pm 6.5$°) and daily pain (right rotation: $8.9\pm 6.5$°; left rotation: $9.1\pm 8.1$°) were significantly greater than AE of the group with monthly pain (right rotation: $5.7\pm 4.4$°; left rotation: $6.6\pm 6.6$°); (all $P<0.05$) Similar result was also found in return from flexion, even though the difference between daily pain group and monthly pain group did not reach statistical significance ($P = 0.06$). In return from extension, the significant difference was only found between daily pain ($17.9\pm 12.5$°) and monthly pain group ($13.9\pm 9.4$°); ($P = 0.002$). At the same time, being older was significantly associated with increased AE in the head-to-NHP task ($P<0.01$), except in the flexion direction. Being female was also significantly associated with increased AE in the head-to-target task ($P<0.05$), except in the flexion direction. Neither pain intensity nor duration was found to have any consistent effect on repositioning errors.

4. Discussion

The present study revealed that individuals with higher pain frequency could not reproduce the NHP as accurately when repositioning their head. This finding supports the results of previous research (Revel et al., 1991; Heikkila and Astrom, 1996; Loudon et al., 1997; Feipel et al., 2006) and provides further evidence for a relationship between proprioceptive deficit and pain frequency. However, given the cross-sectional nature of our study, it cannot be determined whether the decrease observed in cervicocephalic kinesthetic sensibility is a cause or result of the increased pain frequency. We were not surprised to find that a significant result was only observed in the head-to-NHP task, since this task has been reported to be a more sensitive method of differentiating between subjects with and without neck pain than the task that involves subjects repositioning their head to a target position (Kristjansson et al., 2003).
Two previous studies (Kristjansson et al., 2003; Treleaven et al., 2003) reported smaller repositioning errors in people with neck pain. In those studies, the authors used an electromagnetic measuring device to study the NHP repositioning error, and obtained a mean AE of 3.5° in return from extension (Treleaven et al., 2003) and a mean AE of 2.8°–4.5° in return from rotation (Kristjansson et al., 2003; Kristjansson et al., 2003; Treleaven et al., 2003). Since both measuring devices (ultrasound-based system and electromagnetic system) had been demonstrated to have a good degree of reliability when used to measure cervical motion (Mannion et al., 2000; Jordan et al., 2000; Malmstrom et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2005), the different range of error between our study and the findings of Kristjansson et al. (2003) and Treleaven et al. (2003) might be explained by the different mathematical analysis in which the devices calculate the angular displacements in the given plane of movement. In the present study, the values of the repositioning errors in the head-to-NHP task were comparable to those obtained by a recent study undertaken by our laboratory which also used a Zebris device, and a similar approach, to assess head repositioning errors (Teng et al., 2007). The errors reported in the study of Teng et al. ranged from 10.7° to 12.2° in the sagittal plane and 9.1°–10.3° in the transverse plane. In addition, our data on cervical ROM was also comparable with the values that have been reported by previous studies (Wang et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2006), except that the range was small in the extension direction.

Although the usual repositioning tests cannot completely rule out the influence of the vestibular system (Guyton and Hall, 1996; Kandal et al., 2000), we tried to eliminate the vestibular system’s effect by recruiting only subjects who showed no significant deficiency of the vestibular system. Moreover, the repositioning test was also performed at a low speed (10–15°/s) to decrease vestibular stimuli (Guyton and Hall, 1996). We also controlled the effect of potential confounders (such as age, gender, and cervical ROM) by using them as covariates in the construction of the mixed model. Thus, it is unlikely that the above factors explain the observed association between pain frequency and repositioning errors.

Our finding that more frequent occurrences of pain were associated with greater repositioning errors (in the head-to-NHP task) seems to contradict those of Lee et al. (2005a), who found that an increased frequency of pain was associated with a decrease in repositioning errors. However, during the tests undertaken by Lee et al. (2005a) the subjects had their eyes open, which means that the participants might have been able to use visual cues to compensate when repositioning their heads. In contrast to pain frequency, no association between head repositioning accuracy and pain intensity was found in our study. This result was in accord with the previous studies of patients with chronic neck pain or whiplash injury (Revel et al., 1991; Heikkila and Wenngren, 1998; Rix and Bagust, 2001; Armstrong et al., 2005).

The finding that age was positively correlated with repositioning errors during the head-to-NHP task was consistent with the findings of studies of 18–66-year-old whiplash patients (Heikkila and Wenngren, 1998) and 45–65-year olds (Teng et al., 2007). Some investigators, however, have failed to detect this correlation when studying subjects under 55 years of age (Heikkila and Astron 1996; Rix and Bagust, 2001). Age-related decline in proprioception has, however, also been observed in other weight-bearing joints, including the lower back (Parkhurst and Burnett, 1994), knee (Skinner et al., 1984), and ankle (Robbins et al., 1995).

It is possible that neck pain and proprioceptive deficiency may both sustain and perpetuate one another. Previous laboratory studies had provided compelling...
evidence that pain is capable of inducing changes in muscle spindle discharge (Mense and Skeppar, 1991; Johansson et al., 1993; Thunberg et al., 2002) and the proprioceptive properties of brainstem neurons (Capra and Ro, 2000). Disturbance of the proprioceptive system has been shown to interfere with motor control (Ferrell et al., 1985; Sainburg et al., 1993; Kavounoudias et al., 1999; Treleaven et al., 2005), and it has been suggested that aberrant motor control may expose the spinal components to abnormal and repetitive strain (O’Sullivan, 2003; Panjabi, 2006). Numerous authors have also reported an altered pattern of motor control in patients with neck pain (Nederhand et al., 2000; Falla et al., 2004; Juli et al., 2004; Szeto et al., 2005); however, its relationship with pain frequency has not yet been well investigated. Subsequent follow-up studies are needed to verify the hypothesized relationship between pain frequency, changes in motor control and neck proprioception in relation to the development of clinical neck pain.

5. Conclusion

The present study has provided further evidence that pain frequency, not the intensity or duration of pain, is associated with neck proprioception in individuals with subclinical neck pain. The examination of proprioception in repositioning to the neutral head position may be indicated for patients of increased frequency of neck pain.
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